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(This presentation is based on a long paper available on our site www.aspofrance.org) 
 
 
PART I : Below-ground  
 
Oil demand is reported in all liquids by USDOE & IEA, so oil supply has to be all liquids to satisfy 
the demand. 
 
“All liquids” include crude oil, natural gas plant liquids (NGPL), refinery gains & synthetic oils 
(XTL) 
XTL = gas GTL, coal CTL, biomass BTL, shale STL 
 
But oil is badly reported and varies from sources 
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Figure 1: “oil” production from USDOE/EIA 
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In 2007 BP oil production is 3 Mb/d less than BP oil consumption 
Figure 2: “oil” production minus “oil” consumption in BP and USDOE/EIA 
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Assessment of ultimates: To forecast the future oil production we need to estimate the ultimate 
oil reserves.  Hubbert linearization 

Figure 3: World liquids & crude oil less extra-heavy Hubbert linearization 

 
The linearization method has weak points, so we will prefer using the creaming curve method. 
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Ultimate with creaming curves: easy to model with several hyperbolas 
Figure 4: Africa oil creaming curve 1886-2007 
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Cumulative mean backdated discovery can be also modelled versus time with several S curves 
(logistic curve). The crude less extra- EH oil is the cheap (easy) oil and is properly reported. 

Figure 5: World crude less extra-heavy oil cumulative discovery  
& production with forecast for ultimate 2 Tb 
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Annual production forecast of “cheap oil” only 
Figure 6: World crude less extra-heavy oil annual discovery  

& production with forecast for an ultimate of 2 Tb 
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Hypothesis for “expensive oil”: 
Figure 7: minimum scenario for world NGPL, extra-heavy, refinery gain and XTL 
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Figure 8: World all liquids production for ultimates 2.7, 3 & 4 Tb 
assuming no above-ground constraint, & USDOE forecasts 

 
USDOE/IEO 2008 new scenarios low economy or high price are about 100 Mb/d for 2030 
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Has the world production already peaked? 
Figure 9: World liquids production from USDOE/EIA & IEA 

 
IEA 2007 liquids production is 1 Mb/d higher than EIA; is July 2008 a peak? 
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Figure 10: World crude oil & liquids production 1997-July 2008 from EIA 

 
July 2008 EIA crude production is the highest ever, refuting some claims that crude oil has peaked  
in 2005.   
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Part II : Above-ground constraints 
 
The impossible separation between “under” and “above” ground constraints 
 
Main idea  
 
• Peak oil is not a peak but a bumpy plateau (qualitative vision) 
• Give a more precise idea of the shape of the bumpy plateau 

  
Method  
 
• Use the most likely production forecast 3 Tb (without above-ground 

constraints) 
• Build two economical crisis models 

“Hard crisis” 
“Soft crisis” 

• Apply them to the 3Tb scenario (quantitative vision) 
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Figure 11: World oil consumption (production) during the 1973-1979 oil crisis 
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Figure 12: Argentina oil consumption 
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Figure 13 : Hard crisis model (in percentage) 
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Figure 14 : Japan oil consumption 
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Figure 15: 2 models of oil consumption under economic constraints 
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Figure 16: World oil production scenarios with economic constraints 
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Conclusions 
 
Since 2001, Jean Laherrère has claimed that future oil production will be a 
bumpy plateau with chaotic oil price, but we did not plot any curve.  
 
Is the financial system going to collapse or not and what effects to expect 
on real economy? We do not directly try to answer these questions but 
imagined two crisis models.  
 
Reality will probably be none of the two but we can see that with these 
simple scenarios, the possible oil peak dates vary below 90 Mb/d from 
2012 to 2027 with the same ultimate of 3 Tb. 
 
The financial and economic crisis could release tensions on oil production 
for several years but we must not stop efforts to increase energy efficiency. 


